GREECE 8500 YEARS OF
CIVILIZATION
Your journey against Greece could only start between myths, legends and history. Greece is
not just antiques or clear marine, this is also a myriad of curious villages jealous of its own
tradition; natural corners of incomparable beauty; rich cities of history, outside the prescribed
routes. In no other country the eye and soul of visitors will come invaded by a set of beauties
as varied as in Greece. It is difficult to explain the singular charm of this country full of
unforgettable impressions. Light, purity and an almost abnormal clarity, floods the mountains,
the sea, the ratings and the islands. The air is filled with wild flowers fragrances.
Maybe the past is palpable because he continues to live in the ancient ruins, the walls, the
volcanoes and the caves. Greece offers much more than what we can imagine, and here that
the contemplation turns into joy, the pilgrim becomes a tourist and this everything mixes of
antique and modern leaves stray the visitor between reality and fantasy and door to reconcile
the long history of this country with the present times. And to complete the picture there is
the deep embrace of the sea all around this land, who’s the submerged world was and is an
inexhaustible source of wealth.
The spirit of this small rocky country that, there are 25 centuries, has influenced, in a manner
and in an extent disproportionate to its size, all humanity, is still alive today. On every step
you can find: dreams and emotions against gods, heroes, temples and charm ancient and
present.
12 days’ Tour / Cruise: Athens / Athens. Discovery: Athens, Marathone, Canal of Corinth,
Mycenae, Tolo, Nafplion, Epidaurus, Olympia, Patras, Delphi, Kalamata, Meteor, Island of
Crete, Heraklion, Knossos, Festos, Melia, Lassithi, Agios Nikolaos, Sitia
To receive the full, detailed program and prices, please send us an email specifying whether
you are travel agency or private people; the number of interested persons; the desired dates;
if your program request is based on groups or individuals. We process your request as quickly
as possible. Thank you
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